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Weather shapes Titan's surface

By Dan Vergano,  USA TODAY

WASHINGTON — Eroded craters and icy dunes are
evidence of busy weather on Titan, Saturn's haze-
shrouded moon, planetary scientists report.

Radar images from the international Cassini-Huygens
spacecraft's third and latest flyby of Titan reveal diverse
terrain on the moon, from channeled plains to choppy
hills, mission scientists say. They discussed the images
Friday at the American Association for the
Advancement of Science meeting.

The four-year Cassini-Huygens mission,  a $3.27 billion
collaboration among NASA, the European Space
Agency and the Italian space agency, has been
exploring Saturn and its 31 known moons,  notably
Titan, since last summer. Titan is the second-largest
moon in the solar system and the only one with a thick
atmosphere.

"On Titan, we're seeing a very dynamic world," says
mission scientist Jonathon Lunine of Arizona State
University in Tucson. The highlight of last week's 980-
mile-high overpass of Titan was spotting an eroded
crater, dubbed Circus Maximus,  about 273 miles
across. The crater had been hinted at by earlier,  haze-
obscured photos.

Channels appear to drain from the crater, probably
carved by liquid methane, which is thought to shape
the moon's surface much as water shapes the surface
of Earth. Other features revealed by the spacecraft's
radar include a second, younger and smaller crater, as
well as straight icy dunes scientists call "cat scratches."

The craters' erosion and their paucity on the surface
suggest Titan is readily resurfaced by its weather,
which probably consists of liquid methane raining out of
the moon's smoggy skies.

Locked in a deep freeze with surface temperatures near minus-290 degrees
Fahrenheit, Titan retains atmospheric conditions that mirror conditions on Earth at
the dawn of the solar system 4.6 billion years ago.

"I like to think of Titan as the Peter Pan of the solar system, the little world that
never grows up, because it's so terribly cold there," says University of Hawaii
astronomer Tobias Owens, a Cassini mission scientist. Owens discussed chemical
signals from Titan uncovered by the European Space Agency's Huygens probe,
which landed on the moon last month. The data suggest the probe landed in a
deposit of methane "mud."

Huygens actually cooked some of this "primordial ice cream" upon landing, Owens
says, sending a surge of methane into the probe's chemistry sensors. The
chemistry results also unexpectedly suggest that Titan's ice, which acts as the



moon's bedrock, collected around Saturn when the planet was still warm from its
birth.
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